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proceeding took place. But to give to the British
officials, so brusquely set aside, their due, it was not
the personal question only which distressed them,;
but rather the fact that, -powerless to interfere, they
had now to stand by, watching corruption again creep
into the service, and maintaining silence when instances
of injustice were brought to their attention. Many of
them, for example, regarded with suspicion and dislike
a Decree issued by the Council of Ministers shortly
after taking office, authorizing, under the pretext of
reducing crime, the banishment by administrative
courts to a remote penal settlement, of individuals
guilty only of the fact that they bore indifferent
characters. That Egyptians generally did not share
their feeling of dismay at this archaic legislation did
not alter the opinion of the Englishmen. They fore-
saw what must be the ultimate end in Egypt of any
system of administrative deportation, even though the
fellahin, the class affected, were blind to the threatened
danger. Their pessimism was justified in a country
where lives are sworn away with as little hesitation
as people in more civilized lands excuse themselves
from inconvenient dinner engagements; for presently
there were complaints that the law had become the
machinery for satisfying personal revenge. Even if
there had been little truth in that indictment, the
deportations had failed to exercise appreciable effect
upon the prevalence of crime, and the administrative
courts were speedily abolished.
If Sir Eldon Gorst entertained a hope that the
change from the policy of Lord Cromer would placate
public opinion, he was disappointed. Far from being
nattered or impressed by the extended authority now
possessed by the Khedive or the Council of Ministers,
the representatives of the upper classes clamoured
openly for responsible government. The Legislative
and the General Assemblies called upon the Council

